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Preface

This study is the result of my attempts to experi-

mentally locate instabilities in the ELMAX plasma device.

I was fortunate to be given a sophisticated and well de-

signed research tool already in operation. With the

exceptions, of a few leak-hunts in the vacuum system and

the contruction of a few probes, no time was used in

preparing equipment for the experiment.

Since preparing the equipment was not a part of the

study, the equipment'and data acquisition system are only

briefly described in this paper.

My grateful thanks go to Dr. Gordon Soper, for his

patient endurance throughout this study, and to Major

Justin Curtis and Drs. John Martin and Merrill Andrews

for their many suggestions and hours of assistance.

Many thanks also to Mr. Cliff Van Sickle, Mr. Dennis

Grossjean and Mr. Bill Cadwallender, without whom the

sophisticated research would never have functioned.

Victor R. Trouy
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Abstract

An experimental search for instabilities in an EL1AX

plasma device was made. Plasma generated oscillations of

potential and density, with amplitudes several orders of

miagnitude above background noise, were observed over a,

wide range of plasma parameters. Measurements of plasma

parameters were made with Langmuir probe diagnostic

techniqiies. Frequencies from 3 k1lz to 8 kilz were observed

with phase velocity in the direction of the electon

diamagnetic drift. Ion temperature ,was not measured and

attempted measurements of space potential were not satis--

factory. By comparing the observed charactertistics of

the oscillations with previously identified *instabilities,

the instabilities responsible for the plasma generated oscill-

ations were tentatively identified as collisional drift waves.,
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I. Introduction

The Electrodynamic Magnetoplazma Experiment (ELMAX) is

designed to achieve improved plasma containment in a magnetic

mirror deVice. To reduce microinstabilities, an external

electric field is applied, and careful design of the plasma

injection devices is intended to provide a nearly Maxwellian

particle distribution. The remAining instabilities are ex-

pected to be macroscopic in nature and therefore susceptible

to feedback stabilization. In order to explore the feas-

ability of feedback stabilization, it was first necessary to

determine what instabilities were present in the plasma, and

that was the purpose of this study.

Langmuir-probe diagnostic techniques were used to study

the plasma. The probe outputs weine used as inputs to a

spectrum analyzer, an oscilloscope, ,and a computer analysis

system developed by Nunn (Ref 1). A description of the

apparatus is given in Section II, and the experimental pro-

cedures used are described in Section III.

Since probe theory in a magnetic field is still not com-

pletely developed, the results of the computer analysis are

open to some question. However, the results proved to be

very repeatable and throughout this study they are assumed

to be correct. The! one exception to this is the measured

space potential. As explained in Section III, attempts to

use the gradient of space potential to determine the electric

field gave ambiguous results. Another important parameter

1
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which was not available during this study was the ion tem-
perature. Although an ion probe had been designed and was
being built, it was not available during this study. The
lack of these two important parameters made identification
of the observed instabilities more difficult and less certain.

In particular, it was found that precise knowledge of the
electric field would permit one to diztinguish the differ-
ences between a flute instability ,.i'd a drift instability.

This was particularly significant since the observed

instabilities exhibited characteristics common to both.

Another limitation imposed by the apparatus was the
frequency range over which measurements were made. Because
of high-frequency attenuation in the data-collecting circuits,
no attempt was made to observe frequencies above 100 kflz.

This limitation is not a severe one since the most useful

frequencies for initial experiments with feedback stabili-

zation are lower than iO0 kHz.

Section IV includes a comparison of experimental results
with theory. If the drift caused by the electric field is
assumed to be negligible, it is shown that all of the ob-
served characteristics of the instability conform to those
of a drift wave, and that the stability conditions for a
drift wave correctly predict the stability of the obse..ved

oscillations.

2
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I1. Experimental Apparatus

VaCuum -System

'The plasma was produced in a cylindrical vacuum chamber

with an internal diameter of 23.5 in. and an internal

length of 22.68 in. The chamber had three 7.8 in.-diameter

ports in the median plane spaced 90 degrees apart with one

centered on the top of the chamber and two on the sides. One

side port was used with a quartz window to allow visual

observation of the plasma. There were 18 radial ports near

each end of the chamber, spaced at 20 degree intevvals,

approximately 8.5 in. on either side of the ,median plane.

The chamber and other important components of the experiment, !

apparatus are sketched in Fig. 1. The v;icuum system included

a 10-in. CVC diffusion pump, a liquid-nitiogen-coolod baffle,

One 50 cfm and one 2? cfm roughing pump, and pneumatic valves

to control the s':'..j. Base pressures of 2x10-7 torr are

-6obtained using' t.e baffle and c6xlQ torr without the baffle.

Magnets

As shown in Fig. I., two magnet coils were mounted at each

end of the chamber. The two inboard magnets are 1i-in.-thick,

2'46 turn Magnion coils, They are mounted next to the end of

the chamber flange with their centers 38.60 ± .05 cm from the

median plane. The two outboard magnets were 5-in.-thick, 122-

turn Magnion coils and were mounted with their centers

63.10 1 .05 cm from the median plane. The geometric centers of

3
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the coils were aligned to within ± 0.05 cm of the chamber

axis. The power supplies were able to provide 250 amps of

current to the outboard magnets which were wired in series,

and 200 amps total current to the inboard magnets which

were wired in parallel. This provided a magnetic field in

the chamber of approximately 150 gauss at the chamber axis

near the end probes (8.5 in. axially from the median plane)

and approximately 235 gauss on axis at the median plane.

The maximum magnetic field, occuring at each end of the

chamber, is approximately four times the field at the median

plane, resulting in a mirror ratio of Pfour to one. At the

plasma pressures observed througIhout this study, the ratio

of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure is very low (Beta

much less than one) and the applied magnetic field is assumed

to be unchanged by the presence of the plasma.

Lisitano Coils and SpIral Cathodes

The plasma sources, located at each end of the chamber
between the inboard and outboard magnets, consisted of a 4-in.

diameter helical Lisitano coil with a 3.5 in. i. d. quartz

liner, and a 2 in. diameter heated spiral. The microwave

source for each Lisitano coil was a 1 kw, 2.115 GHz air-cooled

magnetron r.f. generator. Both magnetrons were powered by

the same 4t kw•, 500mA d.c. power supply. The magnetrons were

connected to the coils through a w.:ave guide and stub tuner.

Each Lisitano coil consisted of a hollow metal cylinder w.th

a continuous slot machined through the cylinder wall in the

shape of a helix. Tht slot served as a transnis•sion line for

5
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the power from the magnetrons, and the net effect was an

oscillating electric field applied to the plasma. The

direction of the electric field was made to be almost parallel

to the applied magnetic field by using coils with small helix

angl.es. The d.c. power supplies for the spiral cathodes

supplied approximately 28 volts at 90 amps to the spirals.

The polarity of the voltage could be reversed, and the spirals

could be operated with either end grounded or with both ends

floating. Changing the grounding of the spirals was found to

have no useful effect on the plasma but reversing the polarity

of the voltage reosulted in a reversal of the applied radial

electric field. In the experiments described in this study,

the voltage is applied to the spiral.s so that the radial

field is directed inward toward the oenter of the plasma. An

electric field pointing outward was found to result in a

hollow plasma with maximum density near the outer edge of the

spirals rather' than on the axis of the chambcer.

Langmu r Probes

Two radially traversing, Langmuir, single probes at right

angles to one another were mounted in the median plane of the

chamber. Two other probes were mounted in two of the

radial end ports, one on t-op of the chamber in line with the

top center probe, and the second in a side port, 110 degrees

from the first. Occasionally, one of the end probes was moved

to the too end port at the other end of th. Linamber'to make

measurement6. "This a]loc..,u , hc y:,m•.try of t...-, plaia al,...

6
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the axis of the chamber to be measured, and also allowed simul-

taneous observation of any observed oscillations at both ends

and at the center of the chamber. This provided information

about the volume of the plasma affected by the oscillation and

the phase relation of the oscillation at one end of the chamber

relative to the center or other end of the cnamber. The ports

in which probes were installed are marked in 'Pig. 1 with a "p".

Data Collecting Equipment

To observe and record data directly from the various

probes, a dual-beam Tektronix oscilloscope, type 551, was used

F with two plug-in units, 'a Nelson Ross spectrum analyzer with a

range from 0 to 100 kHz, and a four channel, chopped-beam,

Tektronix type 1AI1 amplifier. A Tektronix oscilloscope camera

was used to record the data.

Pressure in the chamber was measured with an MKS baratron

'pressure meter, type 144. The flow of argon gas into the

chamber was measured with flow meters calibrated in standard

cm3 per sec for argon.

To analyze the data from the probes a computerized system

was used. The basic components were a Hewlett Packard 2116C

computer, an HP digital voltage source (DVS), and an HP digi-

tal volcmeter (DV14), types 6130B and 21!6C. The DVS and DVM

were both controlled directly by the computer. The DVS was

used to impress voltage on a selected probe and the amplified

current was then measured and fed directly into the computer.

The program used is listed in Appendix A, w•ith a brief dis-

cussion of the main features of the program.

7
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III. Experimental Procedures and Results

General Approach

Th6 first stop in studying plasma instabi.lities in the

ELMAX was. obviously to find some instabilities, that is, to

determine what values of the various control parameters avail-

able would result in an instability being observed. An

integral part of this step ,as deciding how to observe the

instability if it did occur. After the first step had been

accompli.shed, the next stop was to d&termine what chaiacter-

istics of the instability could be observed, and what plasma

parameters could be measured,, which would allow the instabil-

.ty to be compared to known types oP instabilities and thus to

identify it.

Control Parameters - Finding the Instabilities

There were four control parameters which were system-

atically varied during the search for instabilities. These

were: magnet current, gas flow rate, current to the magnetrons,

and current to the spiral cathodes. In addition to these

control parameters, the polarity of the voltage across the

spirals could be reversed, the spiral grounding coul.d be

changed, and the magnet current could be reversed. Variation

of these control parameters cannot be directly related to the

resulting variation in plasr..a parameters because of the very

complicated interrelations which are present. For example,

variation of the magnet current not only changed the magnetic

8
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field but also changed the density and temperature profiles of

the plasma. In the same way, variation of the current of the

spirals was found to affect not only the observed values of

temperature and density, but also the frequency and radial

position of the observed oscil2lations. For this reason the

control parameters and plasma parameters were treated as

distinct from one another. Control parameters were varied to

change the plasma being studied and then plasma parameters

measured as if they were independent variables. To detect any

instabilities which might occur, the floatIng potential from at

least two probes, usually the two probes at the center of the

chamber, was displayed on the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope

was monitored at all times when control parameters were being

varied. If an oscillation appeared which might indicate the

presence of an instability, pictures of the scope trace and

of the spectrum analyzer display were made, and all control

parameters were recorded, At first, no useful results were

obtained using this technique. Many alternate methods of

detecting •instabilities were onsidered but no acceptable

alternative was found. iYc hnately, during this time, the

ELMAX system was being graý aally improved. Analysis of data

from previous experiments showed that highbr magnetic fields

than those being used in the present experiment had. resulted

in a relatively quiet plasma with. what appeared to be discrete

oscillations sometiimes present. This indicated that inceasing

the current available to the magnets might improve results.

The current available was increased by about twenty percent.

9..•••t''nyp r e t
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It was also noted that the power supplies to .both the magne-

trons and the spiral had' -significant amounts of ripple in their

output voltage which might have been obscuring the results of

an instability. Filters mvere installed which significantly

reduced these ripples. 11ith these impr6vements, useful oscill-

ations began to be detected.

Plasma Parameters-RecordinF Instability Characteristics

Having detected useful oscillations the next step was to

record as many plasma parameters as possible while the instab-

ility was present,, and to observe and record whatever other

characteristics could be detected. The computer analysis of

the probe curve provided the means of measuring the plasma

parameters. The parameters which were available from the

computer analysis included: electron temperature, ion density,

floating and space potential, and Debye length. By varying

the probe position by a small amount, usually one-quarter or

one-half cm, and repeating the computer analysis, all of these

parameters were available as functions of radial probe posi-

tion. This in turn allows the calculation of the gradients of

those parameters. A typical computer output sheet is shown in

Appendix A.

The frequency of the oscillation was measured with the

spectrum analyzer, and phase relations between the floating

potential oscillations at the various probe positions were

recorded, using pictures of the scope trace. By biasing the

[ 10
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probe with the proper voltage, it was driven into the ion-

saturation portion of the probe curve. Oscillations in the

current drawn by the probe are therefore primarily related to

ion density fluctuations and allow a measurement of the phase

relation bpetween density and potential at that prob'e. This

phase relation is an important characteristic of the oscilla-

tion since different types of instabilities will cause

different phase relations between density and potential. For

example, drS[ft wave instabilities usually have the density

wave leading the potential wave, while flute instabilities

normally result in oscillations with the opposite density-

potential phase relation.

The potential measured in this experiment is the floating

potential of the probe. Since the density-potential relation-

ships discussed above are actually derived theoretically using

the space potential of the plasma, it would be very helpful to

determine the exact phase difference, if any, between the space

and floating potential. This phase difference is often

assumed to be negligible, and in the paper used to compare

experimental results from this study with theoretical predic-

tions no distinction is made between space and floating

potential. However, an experiment was devised which would

measure the phase relation between density and. floating poten-

tial and betiween density and space potential to insure the

validity of the assumption that no significant phase difference

existed between the two potentials. To accomplish these

measurements, a "Box<car" integrator y.as used. Although this

11o
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device is rather complicated, the principles of operation are

straightforward. The boxcar accepts two inputs, the first

input being the varying amplitude of a given wave, and the

second being a trigger pulse synchronized in some way with

the input wave. The "Boxcar" then samples tie waveý amplitude

during some small time interval at a phase poirz of the in-

coming wave determined by the trigger pulse. Adjusting the

trigger pulse to coincide with consecutive phase points along

the incoming wave allows the characteristics of the wave to be

determined as a function of phase position. In this experiment,

the input wave was the output of the Langmuir probe as the

biasing potential was varied to generate the probe curve. The

output of the "Boxcar" was then used as the input to the

computer which analyzed the probe- curve. In this way the

various plasma parameters, specifically the temperature, density,

and potential were calculated as a function of phase position of

the oscillation. By plotting these variables versus the phase

position, the relation between these variables could be

determined. The results of this experiment were inconclusive

for two reasons. First, several hours were required to complete

one run through one wavelength of the oscillation. When the

beginning of the run was repeated Immediately after comploting

a run, to check the repeatability of the results, different

results were obtained. Second, a careful analysis of the output

of the "Boxcar" revealed that the output was not maintaining

a constant relation to the input amplitude as it should have.

12
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The results of this particular experiment were therefore not

used.

Experimental Results

Continuous, almost sinusoidal oscillations were observed

over a wide range of control parameters. These oscillations

had an apparent clockwise phase velocity as looking along the

magnetic field and in the direction of the magnetic field.

To facilitate discussion, the direction of the magnetic field,

which was parallel to the longitudina-l axis of the vacuum

chamber, is designated as the positive z-direction. Then the

r and theta directions are designated as the other two direc-

tions, the apparent phase velocity of the oscillations as in

the positive theta direction. Wave-length along the z-axis

could not be measured exactly, since probes could be inserted

at only three points along the z-axis. If the three probes

along the z-axis were all adjusted to the same radial position,

the center probe showed the largest amplitude; however, if. the

three probes were adjusted to the radial distance which gave

the largest amplitude for that probe, the three amplitudes were

approximately the same. For the oscillations which are

analyzed in detail in this study, the center probe had the

largest oscillation at a radial position of 3 cm. The two end

probes showed the maximum oscillations when positioned at 2.5 cm.

When the probes w.-ere adjusted to these positions, no phase

difference between the three probes could be detected. These

observat:ions can be explained if a ]ongitudinal suandin• w.ave

is assumed to exist in the plasma. The boundary conditions for

13
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this standing wave would be the physical: characteristics of the

chamber. Since the first conducting ,surface which was in con-

....... tact-wi:h 'the, pli '9tfaV at ea(h -+-f ThZ•• ýechae±i a 1e"iral- .

cathode, the wavelength of the standing wave must be some inte-

gral multiple of the distance between the two spirals. A

wavelength equal to this length would result in a minimum

amplitude at the center of the chamber. O•ince this was not

observed, the wavelength of the standing wave must equal at

least twice the distance between the spirals.

To determine the wavelength of the oscillations in the

theta direction, the output of two probes in the same r-theta

plane were compared on the oscilloscope, using a copped sweep

on the oscilloscope so that the phase relation between the two

signals could be seen, When using the center probes, which were

positioned 90 degrees apart, a phase relation of either 90 or

180 degrees was observed. The change from one phase relation to

the other was always accompanied by an apparent doubling of

frequency and was caused by a change in the applied magnetic

field. This was interpreted as a mode change. The term "mode"

as used here refers to the ratio between the circumference of

the plasma column at the radial position at which the oscilla-

tion is detected and the wavelength of the oscillation. Since

the oscillation is observed to be continuous, the wavelength

must be equal to the circumference divided by some integral

number. If this were not true, interference would occur at

:1 some point around the plasma column and a continuous oscillation

41
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would not be observed. If Aj is the wavelength of the oscilla-

tion in the theta direction, and K1 is the wave number, then

K': 2ir(X 1 ) = 2w (27TP/M) 1  (1)

Ki = 2wM/2wr = M/r (2)

where M is the mode number. When an apparent phase shift of

90 degrees is observed between tw:-o probes positioned 90 degrees

apart, this is interpreted to mean that the same maximum poten--

tial arrives at the second probe one-fourth of a cycle after it

reached the first probe. This is called an m=l mode. If the

phase shift appears to be 180 degrees, this means that one probe

is sensing a minimum potential while the other is sensing a maxi-

mum. This is interpreted to mean that the wavelength of the

oscillation is equal to one-half of the circumference, that is,

m=2.

The sketches in Fig. 2 illustrate the results of a sequence

of spectrum analyses of the oscillation. The input to the

spectrum analyzer was the floating potential from a probe at

the center of the chamber, radially positioned to the point of

maximum amplitude of the oscillation. The magnetic field was

increased after each analysis was made so the sequence illus-

trates the behavior of the oscillation as a function of magne-

tic field. Fig. 2(a) shows a mode 1 oscillat' n with a

frequency of 8 kHz. With the magnetic fie' 1. ,iased, !,i.. 2(b)

shows a dcrease In the frequency of the Dscillation to

6 kliz and at 1? kliz car. be seen the beginning of a mode 2

15
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oscillation. Fig. 2(c) shows the continuing decrease in fre-

quency of both modes as the magnetic field is increased. The

increase in the amplitude of the mode 2 oscillation and the

decrease in-the amplitude of the mode 1 can clearly be seen

in Fig. 2(d) and 2(e). In Fig. 2(e) the mode 1 oscillation

has almost completely disappeared, while the mode 2 oscillation

has reached its maximum amplitude and continued to decrease in

frequency.

To determine the phase relation between the density and

potential oscillations, a probe was biased with a negative

voltage so that the current drawn by the probe was a measure of

the ion density in the plasma surrounding the probe. The

current was then amplified and displayed on the oscilloscope to

determine the phase relation between density and potential. The

density was found to lead the potential by approximately 90

degrees, both in mode 1 and mode 2.

The oscillations were observed over a wide range of control

parameters. The limits were usually imposed by equipment *limit-

ations rather than the loss of the oscillations. The magnetic

.field ranged from 200 gauss to 250 gauss in the center of the

chamber. No oscillations were observed below 200 gauss and 250

gauss required the maximum magnet purrent available. Oscilla-

tions were found only in the upper twenty percent of the range

available in spiral current.- This range corresponds to the

largest density gradients which were found in plasma density.

Pressure could be varied from about 0.4 microns of H to about
g

2.5 microns without losing the oscillations, but were primarily

studied at a pressure Uetween 1.5 to 2.0 microns because

17
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the conditions were the easiest to maintain in this pressure

'region. Control of the power to the magnetrons, and adjustment

of the stub tuners was not used primarily to vary the plasma

parameters, but rather were both adjusted so as to insure equal

production of plasma at both ends of the chamber with- a minimum

amount of noise in the magnetron circuits. This was done: to

minimize the presence of source-generated oscillations in the

plasma.

Reversing the current to the maCnets resulted in no apparent;

change in the oscillations, other than a reversal of the theta'

phase velocity relative to the chamber, as expected.

Reversing the polarit& of the spiral voltage resulted in a

hollow plasma with max,.mum density occuring at about 3 cm rather

than at the center of the plasma. This plasma configuration was

not studied because of the large amount of noise present in the

probe outputs and because of the undesirable density profile.

With this knowlege of the general characteristics of the

oscillations, a general, qualitative comparison of the instability

-responsible for the oscillations could now be made. For a

quantitative comparison, however, some information on the vari-

ation of the plasma parameters wa'L required. To obtain this

information, radial scans of the plasma electron temperature,

the ion density, and the space potential of the plasma were made.

This was done by making a computer run with the probe in a

given radial position and obtaining a computer o-,tput which

gave the desired parameters at that probe position. The probe

was then moved to a position a small distance from the first

position and another computer run was made. The plots shoiwn in

18
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Fig. 3 through Fig. 8 display the ion density and electron tem-

perature as a function of probe position. Fig. 3 shows the

parameters as measured at the top probe with a mode 1 oscilla-

tion present in the plasma. Fig. If gives the parameters with

the magnetic field reduced until the oscillat._ons disappear.

Fig. 5 gives the same information as Fig. 11 except that the

oscillations were remioved by reducing spiral current rather

than magnetic field. 'Fig. 6 through Fig. 8 give the same inform-

ation, except that the end probe was used rather than the center

probe.

The significance oP the data given in Fig. 3, 11, and 5 can

best be seen by comparing the data observed with the oscilla-

tions present to each of the two cases with the oscillations

not present. The temperature variation is very slight in either

case, however the density with oscillations present (Pig. 3) is

three times as great as with no oscillations due to reduced mag-

netic field (Fig. 4) but only half again as large as the density

when the oscillations are removed by reducing the current to the

spiral cathodes. As is discussed in comparinng the observed

oscillations with known types of oscillations, the density

gradient emerges as the important factor rather than the density

itself. The same relations are seen in Fig. 6, 7, and 8 for the

data taken fr.am the end probes.

Although space potential is calculated in the program used,

it is not plotted because it was found not to be u.fulftll in dutjer-

mining the nature of the instability cauzin! t'h.-z :Lsvrved
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oscillations. Near the end of this study, some improvements

in the computer program was made which caused diff':rent values

to be calculated for space potential. This occurred too late

for new runs to be made, however, so no valid information about

the space potential is available for this study.

Another plasma parameter which would aid in a quantitative

comparison of the observed instabilities with known theory is

the ion temperature. No method was available during this study

to measure ion temperature.

Th frequency 'observed ranged from 3 kHz to 8 kHz and

exhibited a strong dependence on magnetic field. As the magne-

tic field is increased, the observed frequency decreases until

a mode change occurs. At this point, the frequency doubles and

then begins to decrease again wi.th increasing magnetic field.

20
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IVi' Theory

The very large number of known instabilities makes a

comparison of a given experimentally observed instability

with all known instabilities almost impossible. The litera-

ture survey by Auer, et al-. proved invaluable in making the

comparison. This survey lists 136 known instabilities and

cites references for each. Many of the instabilities 3isted

could be eliminated immediately because of some obvious d6is-

agreement with the observed characteristics. For example,

all of the ion-cyclotron instabilities were eliminated just

on the basis of the frequency observed being much too low for

this type of instability. (Ref 2)

Many other instabilities would exhibit experimental

characteristics which are in agreement with those observed,

but can be eliminated on the basis of some one calculated

"plasma parameter, such as one of the collision frequencies.

An example of this type is the Simon-Uoh instability (Refo

3:383) which was eliminated because the ion-neutral collision

frequency is too low in the experimental plasma (Ref 4:14).

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability was considered to be

almost identical to the observed instability until the parallel

wavelength was measured. Since the Kelvin-Helmhultz wave is

characterized by short parallel wavelengths, the observation

of long parallel wavelengths allowed elimination of this

instability (Ref 5:818).
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Temperature-gradient-driven drift instabilities also ex-

hibit characteristics very similar to the observed waves,

however, they are stabilized by the presence of a density

gradient and one stability criterion is a simple relation

between the density and temperature gradients, which the exper-

imental .plasma does not satisfy (Ref 6:1107).

There, were two types of instabilities which were consid-

ered which could not be eliminated. These were the collisional

drift instability and the flute instability. The term

"collisional" as used here refers only to the mechanism which

restricts the motion of electrons parallel to the applied

magnetic field. As a convenient measure, the drift instability

is considered collisional if the mean free ,path of the electrons

between collisions with ions is less than the parallel wave-

length of the oscillation. Flute ins'tabilities are almost

always considered probable in a mirror-type geometry unless

some provision such as Ioffe bars are employed to suppress

them. Drift instabilities have been found in almost all kinds

of confinement schemes, and are in fact so common that they are

often called "Universal Instabilities." The two instabilities

are very similar to each other, and in fact the flute is often

treated as a special case of the drift instabilities.

(Ref 7:1511-156)

Quantitative Comparison I.,ith Flute instability

The dispersion relation for the flute instability as given

by Schmidt (Ref 7:283-290-) is used in this analysis. This

dispersion relation lcads to the stability condition
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K (g + u2n/2n 0 ) 2 - 4lg ni/no (3)

where K is the perpendicularŽ.- •ave number, S2 is the ion

cyclotron frequency, g is the effective gravity, uT is the
1T

thermal speed of the ions and r /n 0  is the normalized den-

sity gradient. If' the plasma is assumc-d to be nearly thermal,

and no radial electric field is considered, then g / (3) 2.
2 T

If the inequality in Egn. 3 is not satisfied, unstable oscilla-

tions result. Using data from the top center probe where flute

instabilities are most likely to occur and assuming ion temper-

ature to be about 300 degrees Kelvin, the values for the

experimental plasma are

K = 1 103 m-1

14
0 5.5 x 10 rad sec

U 2 =,6.2 x 04 m 2 sec"2

14 -2
g = 1.9 x 10 4m sec

nl/n0 = 49 m-1

and the inequality is not satisfied. However, solving theý

dispersion relation for the real part of the frequency gives

a value of less than one kHz which does not agree with the

observed frequency. In addition, since the drift velocity

imparted to the electrons and ions by a flute instability is

proportional to the mass of the particles, the drift of the

electrons is negligible compared to the ion drift velocity and

therefore, the oscillation travels in the direction if the ion
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drift velocity. This r6sults in the potential wave leading

the density wave which is the reverse of the observed relation.

Both of these difficulties can be overcome if a radial electric

field is assumed such that the plasma column rotation would

give an apparent observed frequency of 4 kliz. With such an

electric field, the doppler shift due to the plasma ExB -drift

would dominate the oscillationt s phase velocity and the density-

potential phase relation would. be reversed. In such a case

however, the value of g would be changed by the addition of

a term V2/R where V is the tangential velocity of the plabma

and R is the distance from the center of rotation. To give

the proper frequency, V /R 9.6x10 sec-2 and g becomes

5m - 29.78x10 sec-. When this new value for g is inserted into

Eqn. 3, the inequality is satisfied and no instability wll

occur. Justification for the added term for the effective

gravity is given by Bhatia (Ref 9:1652). The resulting

stability is predicted by Vlasov (Ref 10:486).

Quantitative Comparison With Drift Instability

During the literature search for this study, a paper

written by Hendel and Politzer (Ref 11) was found which

appeared to give almost identical results to the ones ob-

tained during this study. Subsequently, a later paper by

Hendel, Chu and Poli-zer was found which derived a'disper-

sion relation explaining the results.ý. of the earlier paper.

The observed characteristics of wave number (both parallel

and perpendicular), frequency range, density-potential phase
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relation, and the dependence of frequency and mode number on

magnetic field were all in agreement with the observations

made by Hendel, et. al. (Ref 12)*.

The dispersion relation used by IHendel, et al. is de-

rived using linear theory and a slab model for the plasma.

In the regime of parameters found in the experimental plasma

in this study, the resulting stability condition reduces to

1

K 2 (nl/n0 ) -2> (rn/r)
11 0e i.

where KI1  is the parallel wave number, n!/n 0  is the

normalized density gradient, in is the electron mass and

Inmi is the mass of the ions. Using data from the end probes,

this stability condition not only predicts instability when

the oscillations are 6bserved, but also predicts stability when

the oscillations are eliminated by reducing either spiral

current or magnetic field. The correct predictions are con-

sidered the best indication that the observed oscillation.; are

indeed caused by a collisional drift instability.

For a numerical analysis, Eq(11) can be rearranged to

read

K 2 (me/mi)- > (n /n 0 2(5)

For argon atoms, (me/m.) 2 equals 3.69x10- 3 . If A11  is

equal to twice the dista,,oe between the spiral. cathodes, 2
eu -2

equals 6.85x0- cm-, and the stability condition becomes

0.185 cm 2 > (n/n0 2 em-2 (6)
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or the equivalent statement, the wave grows if

Inl/n 0 1 > 0.430 cm-I (7)

Since the maximum amplitude oscillations were observed

at a radial position of 3.0 cm for the center prob'es and,

2.5 cm fIor the end probes Inl/n0j is calculated at these
positions from the data given in Figs. 3 through 8. For the

center probes In'/n0J equals:

0.49 - with oscillations

0.12 - with reduced magnetic field
aNd no oscillations

0.28 - with reduced sniral current
and no oscillations

For the end probes In /n 0 1 equals:

0.80 -with oscillatibns

0.23 - with reduced magnetic field
and no oscillations

0.20 - with reduced spiral current
and no oscillations

The theory agrees with observation in all cases and oscilla-

tions are observed only when the inequality in Eqn. (7) is

satisfied.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

The purpose of this study was to find experimentally and

to idenci~f, usinr" existing theory, the dominant instabil-

ities in the ELMAX plasma device. The good agreement

between the theory developed by Hendel, et. al. was very

satisfying. The recommendations which are suggested by the

results obtained are simple and obvious. The need to be able

to measure ion temperature and parallel wave-length were in

fact already known and under consideration before the study

began. The study did point out the need for a better way to

measure the space potential so that the electric field in the

plasma could be calculated.

The follow-on experiment is already under way and some

initial success with suppression of the observed oscillations

lend some support to the conclusions reached. In particular,

suppression of the oscillations using suppressor probes

located near the end of the chamber, where the observed d-ensity

gradient is the largest and where, therefore, the oscillations

are' predicted to be imost likely to grow, lends support to the

conclusions reached.

The real conclusion of this study must wait until the

experiments on feedback stabilization have been completed.
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Appendix A

Computer Program Used In Analysis

The coiiputer program used in the calculation of electron

temperature and ion density is listed dn FORTRAN in this

appendix,. immediately following fig. 9. Fig. 9 shows a

typical computer output from the program. The program is

designed to analyze the characteristics of a probe curve,

which is the plot of probe current versus probe voltage. Thu;

program is written to use a variable number of points in ".e

analysis but normally 250 ooints were used. In Fig, 9 the

first -nwmurical entry is simply entering the nun-er of poir'l-

to be used. To generate the probe curve, a minimum and maximum

voltage are selected by trial and error to include both ifon

saturation current and electron saturation current. In th1e run

which resulted in Fig. 9, these values are -23 volJs and +1

volt. The next entries tell the computer which probe is being

used and the radial position of the probe. The last entry

refers to the gain on an amplifier used in the probe current

circuit.

Since the probe current is the sum of the electron and ion

current, a straight line approximation of the ion current is

made, and then subtracted from the total current to give

electron current. The approximation used is the next item given

in Fig. 9. Next follows a listing of selected currents and

probe voltages with the "INDEX" shoiwin- at w;hich of the 250
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points they occured. This read-out helps in the initial sel-

ection of the maximum and minimum voltages used and is also

helpful in analyzing the operation of the computer.

To calculate the electron temperature, a non-dimensional

potential is defined and the electron current equation is

written as an exponential function of this potential. Since

the defined potential is a function of electron temperature,

a plot of the natural log of electron current versus potential

yields a straight line, the slope of which determines the

electron temperature.

Since the current at ion saturation is a function of the

ion density, a value for density can be calculated once the

ion current is known. In this program the density is calcula-

ted several ways and four different densities are shown on the

computer output. In this study the one selected is calculated

using theory developed by Lafrarnboise assuming ion temperature

to be zero (Ref 13). The selection of this particular density

is not too important since in this study the absolute value of

the density is not important, but rather the density gradient.

All of the densities given by the program yield approximately

the same gradients. The electron temperature is shown in Fig.

9 as "TE at (IFL)" and is given in. degrees Kelvin. The density

appears as the last entry under "DENSITY."
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ENTER RUN NUMB3ER

ENTER; NUMB3T1-' OF POINTS

PROBE NrU,-Y3E'-lPOSITlIOtlT (CM)
CONVERTER GAIN

250

ION C~lillENT APPROX(IMAT ION C 51.*9 lINCREZM1ENTS)
CI *15937E+O1 * V + -. /i557.E+02 EMAX = 98600F.+O1
ZERiO IONJ CUT' 4ENT AT 28*60 VOLTS

I NDEX V C? CES
14IN 1 -01533E+02 -.96 4 1i52 + 0 2*
r.I 106 -#520~52+01 -95675E+02
mmi 113 -.4530.7+D1 -051207,+02 *3101E.01
14143 1204 -*3!355E+01 -.4980.-!+02 e3196%+01
IFL 160 *0O0007+00 *1200E+01 *6176E-&32
ISP 203 *41'i5E+01 .2260E+04, 24E0
MIM4 236 e 7 325E;+ 01 .5225v2+04 .i669E+04

MM2 43 08000-7+01 .521+011 &4858E+04
MAX 250 .86752"+O1 9559/IE+04

TE AT V(IFL) =12515. DEG K EMAX * 4339E-01

SHEATH CALCULATIONS
14.07 VOLTS B3ELOW V(ISP) (146.0 INCREME~NTS)
BETA2 * 197982+O1
SHE4ATH THICKN.ýESS =.7032E-011
RADIUS = 117iSE-03 1METERS
LENGTH = *9786.7-03 IMETERS
RP/RS .3859E+00

ION NUM13EF- DENSITY

:12419E+13 AT VCIFL)*50325E+12 AT VCIFL)-10 (USING SHEATH)

DEB TI/TE RP/L.D VPF DENSITY
*869E.-03 I .512E+01 4.08 .789E+12
*773E-03 0 .574E+01 5.24 .999E+12
PAUSE

Fig,. 9Typical Co-aputler Out.putt
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0001 FTN.13 Appendix A
0 0 0,2 PZ(CoG!.A'4 DA'TA9

C203 COI%*.Io% Vc250),C.:C250)9CEC25:;,,A(a),J3C8)DCC6),ALCVSC250)
0004 *TSC253)sCS2j.()TC)TL2
01)r5 CALL. CLr'S
0006 U=
0007 E=1.602Ii.19
0008 XK=1 . 36r05E-"-3
0%309 TEN~6=1*Z'-C6
0010 AC1)t:0*15113
0011 A(2)=0.14661
01312 AC3)=0. 13303
0013 A(4)=0*11041
00141 A(5)=0*07t9733
0015 AC6)=fl.C38009
0016 AC7)=-(3.011765
0017 A(8)=-(h0G70S8S
0018 sl=0
C019 0C2)=3.5714Z%-3
00200 OC3)=7*1429'---3

00221 B(5)=1.4286"-2
00,23 13C6)=1e7857---2
0024 B(7)=2. 1429E-2

*0325 U-.2
0026 C(1)=;-9.3'.93!.-3

* 0027 CC2)-8*56507E-3
01)28 CC3)=-7o1I05F-3
0329 C(/i)=-4*6I865E-3
0030 CC5)=-1.29nM.2-3
00J31 CC6)=3s0705---3
0332 CC7)u3*4C34z. .3
0033 CMCR)147'J6E-2
01341 XM=40# 0.
0035 Xv*~Pt 1 67215:--27 cL~
0036 XIIU.1- :1 e
0037 PI=3. 14159
0036 EPSuB@6553E-12
0039 U1!TE(2 1300f)
00110 1000 F0h'-AT (7/'VTEM DAT'E/7X,'DIA.%:ET=fl ANlD LENGTt! (IN IN
00411 *CH*'.; OF PY00 1 9 7%# ' vIA*:r AND LENGTH OF PROBlE 211
003-42 *7XP'VIS#VFPV5SP)
0043 READ( Is 103C)NJUM1APNUMIS
0044 1030 M0*IAT(213)
0045 DO 150 1=102
00116 BEAD (I**) TCI,*T'.LcI)
0047 TlIRI25~22
0048 180 TX.Th(1)=rLCX) 51.5::-2
00419 RiF.AV 1*,b)VISPVFPVSP
0050 CALL LEADIIU6*20)
0351 10 PAtUSE 1
0052 WitlI!Tc2,"1010)
0053 1010 FO.:.'-AT 0/11MMEPR. RUN U23W
0054 i'.2ADC I* 00UMM
0055 40 U1Z(2,#1020)
0056 1020 F0!"'.AT (/"::ýNTEN 1. u:"-.R OF
0057 *11IRWIo;E NIU,.3?:*:,* FOS I TI 0N C CX)3"1 7X, COL-V-iTE; GAI N")

RE5 BAD C bk) VC)#3?* 4L
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00860 READ C(1#0 IP,.CM
01161 rZAD (1,0) GAIN
0062 ?
0063 XLI=TXLC Ii)
00641 DVr.(V(:.W)-VC I ))/FLOATCNV*-1)
0065 DO 20 1=2,NU
0066 23 VCI)CVCI-1)+0V
0067 VS=V~M,:)-Vc 1)
0068 CALL St%:i (14*lD)
0069 IF (ID) 31,32
0070 31 UM:TF. (2#7101')
0071 7100 FO.J:*AT (//"ANALYTrC GzJRTo7"" X~lsXZ2 FOR RANGE
0072 *OF x")
-0073 READ(1*1,:
0074 DX=(X2-1.1 ),FLOATCNV:)
8075 X=X1
0076- DO 710I=,i
0077 CPELv5000.*C .+TA~McK1(
0078 CPION=54*X-1C*
0079 CPH1E=20.*C1.+TA~l;iC3.*-CX+2o)))
0030 CE( I )CPELCPIO'NCP.'1IE
0331 710 X=X.DX,
0082 DO 25 I=1,N11[0083 25 CECI)=CRv(I)/GAIN
00814 GO TO 5
00S5 32 CONTINUE
0056 DO 33 Iul#NW
0087 33 CS(I)=0.
0058 GAI~=lu0.*GAIN %0
0089 IIC0DT=4
0090 VHIT; (10) NCODE
0091 DO 33 0~,1 %

9

0092 CALL DVJS (V(I)) e
0093 DO 35 J=1,10O
0094 M~AD C10*1C140) ISPTCE
0095 1040 FOJ:IATc1(,1,N0c
0096 ISuIs+1
0q,,97 GO TO (35p2#3#3)PIS
0(398 9 TCE=-TCII
009,9 GO TO 35
0103 3 WRITE C2#1041) I
0101 10411 FOhMAT (/'J)VX OVERLOAD AT DATA POINT",I14)
0102 CALL DVS MVMI)
0103 GO TO 40F01041 35 CE(I)cCTE(I)+TCI-
0105 IF C10.-AnS(CCC'I))) 1,4
0106 1 NCODZ=3
0107 VWRITE (10) *,;CODE
0138 4 CE(1)uC7(I)/GAIN
0109 CALL -.:IosC!.)
0110 IF (IE:-t-1) 31#8
s11l 8 V.ER!TS M21045) I
0112 1045 FOIR.v"AT (/"DVS ~R AT DATA POINT",14)
0113 GO TO An
0114 30 ColTWJZU-
0115 CALL DV5 MMd1
0116 5 CALL S'vflRhID)
0117 IF (ID) 7j9
0110 7 CALL PPLOT VCg)
03119 CALL ~i(,D
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0120 IF CID) 40.9
01el 9 IFL=I
0122 D0 6n 1=2*NW
0123 IF (AnSCCUCI))-ABS(C5CZIFL))) 11.60
0124 11 !FLZI
0125 60 C 0 MT I N U
I126 CPF=CE'CIFI.)
0127 VPF1mVCIFL)

0128 CALL DVS CVPF.1)[ 012I9 DO 70 1,:
0130 70 VCI)uV(!)-Vi'FI
0131 DV1S=VXS/DV
0132 IDV=DVIS
0133 IF MIV-3) 12,13
0134 12 !DV=3
0135 13 IF CIFL-CIDV+1)) 14o15
0136 14 WflITR C2*1060)
0137 1060 FOMWAT *("MU(N) TO VIS INJCLUJDES VCIFL~))
0138 GO TO 10
0139 15 CALL LILSQ CVC1),CSC1)#IDV*DEfl1,SR2)
0140 SL=DC1)
0141 CPOr4)(2)
01'i2 VPCn-CPO/SL
0143 URIrI: C2,1070) DVISsL*CPOoERI,EnPflVPC
01441 10703 M~.*ýT C/P-101- CL*h-?-1T A? iO.%1AYCIOV$ C",#F~s. 1, !NCREX-N
0145 *TS)'/P:*1"CI =m ozz" *+*,: *4'E'A '*,0*4j,
0146 -3:,"r*>S ',Z1.4-i/2X,"7t-io- IONJ CUP:N.T AT",F6*P*" VOLTS99:

0148 DO 83 I=IDV*U*-1AX
011,11JnIFL-I

0150 CIC=0-99*(CC-0+SL*V(J))
0151 IF CCIC-CECJ)) 8^*21
0152 so CON~TIN;UE
0153 VRITE C2,IfX30)
01511 1080 FO.1,-AT (/"ST.XAIGHT LINE~ APiROX NOT VALID")
0155 GO T0 10
0156 21 mmiJ
0157 DO 93 J~,t
0158 IF CVCI)-VPtC) 17*13
0159 17 TSCI)=^TCC)-CCPO.SL*~VCI))
0160 18 IF (TSCI)-0&Ofl 19,90
0161 19 TSC1)~.-.)*O
0162 90 CO'NTINUE C aVZC0P0163 INC-NUL-1Itgl
01614 N*1.C
0165 MN*;IC
0166 DO 110 Ir-X:1I1*,:2
0167 SIvACI)*TS(I)
Oi66 DO 100 J.1I*I'C
0169 K:J+1
0170 IP-I+J
0171 IM!-1j
0172 SU:.IvTScIr.D+TScIP,
0173 100 S~cS1+A(.t)*SUZI
0174 IF (51-0.01) 101,102
017S III1 S1~n*Ol
0176 102 CES~uSI
0177 110. AL.C.'SU )=AL0OG(S1)
0178 M~**'1+N
0179 M1 M:12-INC
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a15o DO 130 IM3!M
0181 s2xO.e
0162 S3=C(i)*c~sdl)

0134 K=J+1
0185 IP=I+.y
01861M-
01875: BC*ACSI)ACSI)
O18U 120 53S+(0(7Sc14+-S ;
0189 52 =5 p/ VU
0190 IF C-52.) 121,122
0191 122 S2= I CIO. :
0192 121 TS( I)/c2:K
0193 S3:S3/CDVADV)
0194 130 SDC:-*Sdr=S3
0195 :4AVV5
0196 DO 140i I=!FL*M:*IjA
0197 IF C.SDCESCI)) 131,I14
0198 131 IF CSDCESCI+5)) 132,140
0199 132 Ispa!
0209 IF (SDCESCI-1)+SDCES(I)) 133,150
0201 133 ISP=ISP-1
0202 GO TO 150
0203 140 CONTIN1UE
01204 ISP=IFL
0205 MThITF (2*1201~)
0206 120,0 FO",MAT ("DATA DOES NOT Eh1'END TO PLASMA POTEN3TIAL")
0207 150 CONNNUEJ
0208 Vi!ITE (2,1090)
0209 1090 F0:'MA? /X 1 7T"" 1K"P,1K'E"
0210 WHIMF (2,1100) CZ1
0211 1100 FO~:;AT cM~,:,1,1~ ~34

0212 ~ ~ ~ (,10 1VM~)c;X1)CS~1
0215 1110 FO0iMAT C"1 ",I17,13. 3on13oll)

0216 V'RITS C2*11301 !l::*:3,VC*-:.:3),C'-(CM>3),CESCM4M3)
0217 1130 FOHMAT CP1'!,1,t34
0215 VA!TE (2,1140) IF1.*V(IFL),CE(IFL)*CESCIFL)
0219 1140 FO0iMAT V"IFL",I7,I::,3E13*4)
0220 WRITE (2,1150) ISP,V(ISP),CE(ISPb*CESCISP)
02211 1150 FO.ý2AVW C(ISP", I?, 1:*:,3E13.4)

0224 W:RITE (2,1170)
02,25 1170 FOflMAT C"..MýM2', I?, i:<,3?13*4)
0226 ItNITT (2,113C;) N' ,V(N1-)PC`*(%M
0227 1180 F0HMýAT V'MX:"#1I?, 1:2tE13.',)
0228 DVFP':VFP/DV
0229 IDV=DVF'P ap cpoduced ro
0230 IF CIDV-3) 151,152 Ibes BY3vadagie copy.
0231 151 IDV=3
0232 152 1MST=IFL+IDV
0233 CALL 1.ILS(O CV(ý!ST)oALCESCMST).IDVDEnlE.2
0234 IF (-8(0)) 153,154
0235 154 D(1)=10G.*E/X1(
0236 153 TE=/.(D1))

0,2138 1190 FOIM.4T C/"-T-- AT V(IFL-.) ="*F7e0," DMG X',5X*"SMA.X x"*=I
0239 **4*3X*"E1~NMS =",E1O.Ii)
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0240 VDL=VCISP)*Dt1)
0241 CI=-(CPOSL*VCIFL))

02112D~S=J
02413 DTJ2A=0*
0244 ZS10
02415 DESI= S TC.,X,/X*TS) E S(I 3zp**L
0246 !)VSC=1m..0/DV

02117 IDv=DVSC

0 155 IF -IBD1~56P155

0251 156 CP=CECIC13)
0252 IF (IC3-:4I, 172,171
0253 171 C?=C?O+SL*VCICB)
0254 172 IF (CF) 157,159,157
0255 157 VICB=ABSCVCISP)-VCICB))
0256 IF (IS?-IFL) 159,160,159
0257 160 VpjC53=VPICRfl.TT*'S.:
0258 159 DVSC=VPICfl/DV
0259 DEASR(-C#VIB*3Ci*-I)

0261 -6
01,62 53ETA2=A.3SCD":LA~*DZ:1-LB*C 1.+2.66/D*Z:LC))
0263 IF (3.5-BTETAe) 161,162
0964 16a DE1.S='*(9.55117Z--2*n3-TA2+I.001*SOP.T(flETA2)-5.7212E-5)
0265 GO TO 165
0266 161 -IF (5*0-B7TA2) 163,164
0267 164 D"1 S=7*(7 .S1r-2*Dc-TA2+1.3315*S3rT(T3ZTA2)-1.388E-2)
0268 GO TO 165
0269 163
0270 165 iiS=1+I~l.S
0271 XS=XD:U..DLS
027P InD=Rll/.S
0273 (UT P 2,220) VP!C~,DVSC,?%ýTA2,DELSR5SXS*flD
0,174 2001 FO011MAT C /"SHE~AFT CALCULAT I O:"/5X, F5 * ,'" VOLTS !MLO;;
0275 *VC ISP) C", F5 *1,"0 I:C xS)/Xo, TA2 =",Z -10*4/5Xs"

0278 IF (14*.-3Z'TA2) 169#167
0279 167 D!S=CPS
0250 *PI*!tS*XS)
0281 168 ~I~(2,1210) itS1D~:/0282 1210 FOi-AT (p"olos %qU~ml-3j DMISMT ="/SX*E 11.5," AT VCIFL)'
0253 *5~,1., AT VCIFL)-10 (USING SICATH)")

0284 158 CONJTINUE
0285 BK=%%*.97

M028 F-P=R*100fRlr.~e

OP87 ZV=X(*T~.S/Z. IRprod~~ falaromcp
0288 CGS4.80f22r~lo Ebet 8vadIb:e cfop.
0289 501 .ITE (2,5n1)
0290 '51 FOF.AT C/3:. ,"D"T)"4, X, "TI TE", IIX, "nP/LD', SX,"UPF'. SXa
0291 *"DMINS ITY")
01292 =T.'C*.'.)
0293
029/I P1
0295 VLT=1O0fl
0296 299 JPflSS=()
0297 DFElD=D'M
0298 ltPLD=RP/0I'R
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0303 390 00 TO (3tfl*3f3*310)*J?
0301 301 ITIT7=1
6302 C IIr,!. -E-4 IPLD*A!P1LD-0o 031 75P*.lPLD+2o8366
0303 GO TO 305
0304 303 !T!Tr-=
0305 C I I 1 0#4~'.DiDo 0P9?I8*flPLD.2. 257t
0306 305 VPN=-Ad.0GCHT*CIj)
0307 VPF=V?:;*~v
0308 IVS=IFL+IFI:lcVF/DV)
0309 !V~uVLT*'EV/DV
0310, .=v-v,
0311 VIVIzVCV(Iv
0312 IF C-IVI) 307,306
0313 306 V!VI=MC)+FLOAY(IVI-1)*DV
03314 30 71 0PP=CtP3+SiL*VIVI
0315 C .*l%*-S) E-1/CII*%cLE
0316 DE3=OT 1*i-SC4 * CZ*G-*E S)
0317 DEDASD'7-'M
0318 IF (I~V';-0*01*D-EB1 30#,314
0319 314 D~f~E 3

F0320 ýD:.PD1
0321 JPASSaJPASS* 1L 0322 IF (5-4PASS) 3390010
0323 309 V;;zzTE (2#50P2) D0ý'3,!TI7-,oiiPLD)#PFDE-"S3
0324 502 FOi~vAf E.,5Zf.,~2Z13
0325 IF (9-J?ASS) 311,299
0226 311 MITS (2,500) DZBO
0327 500 F0J.,AT (C**DEMD ru,PF6*4)
0328 GO TO 099
0329 310 CON~TINUE
0330 PA'JS7 4
0331 CALL SWT!1 CljID)
0332 IF CID) 22,23
0333 22 NwISP-MM3+5
03i4 CALL PPLO? T z::)7c~3,
0335 23 CALL Sl.r. (2*10)
0336 IF CID) 94,26
0337 24 WH~ITE (4#,1050) NUI1lANUXeti3,NUM2,CXTESVFP1,VCIVS),DZN53
033S5*,,S
0339 1050 M-MAT C3I3#6T-10*4)
0340 26 CONTINUE
0341 Go TO 10
0342 END
0343 ENDS dcd fo

**END-OF-TAPE
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